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Evaluation Committee Member: At/ r/!!!/!~:~5}:
Company being evaluated: / _;:;::.::;:::- x 
Evaluation and Selection Criteria "t t!.-
The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Respon ive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

Evaluation Criteria 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid . Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1 ,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. (Q_ lWW 
Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel : a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who wi ll furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 
comparably complex faci lities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 

des~tions:--.,. .? 1.... /\ 1 ..-, " 
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Evaluation Committee Member: Mitch Cohen 
Company being evaluated: Roam Rental Car of Fort Lauderdale LLC d/b/a Ace 

Rent A Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

EC Member 
Evaluation Criteria 

Maximum 
Point Tally 

Points 
Number of 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid wi ll be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 1to 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1 ,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1 ,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 10
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will °' 
benefit the operations. 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 5 '-\management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who wi ll furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (i i) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (ii i) their years of experience in the maintenance of 5 5comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 58 

Signature:__-;t ____..._...,.../1 0-________ _ Date: _ __,_____. 1.....*111___ ~7/_ 1.......;.__ 




Evaluation Committee Member: Tony Gordo 
Company being evaluated: Roam Rental Car of Fort Lauderdale LLC d/b/a Ace 

Rent A Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

Evaluation Criteria 
Maximum 
Number of 

Points 

EC Member 
Point Tally 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid wi ll be awarded the fu ll 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid . Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$ 1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

80 

Operational Approach : a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

10 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training , monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

5 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who wi ll furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following : (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 
comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

5 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 

Signature:---9,~/--~ 1
;.<--_,'-'-tu-+-+-/________ Date: S 
I f ' l/ 



Evaluation Committee Member: Yasmi Govin 
Company being evaluated: Roam Rental Car of Fort Lauderdale LLC d/b/a Ace 

Rent A Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

Maximum 
Evaluation Criteria Number of 

Points 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1 ,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1 ,000,000) x 80 =72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 

10
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies wi ll be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 5 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who will furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 5 
comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 
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Evaluation Committee Member: Mike Nonnemacher 
Company being evaluated: Roam Rental Car of Fort Lauderdale LLC d/b/a Ace 

RentA Car 

DEvaluation and Selection Criteria 
The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

Evaluation Criteria 
Maximum 
Number of 

Points 

EC Member 
Point Tally 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1 ,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

80 ~b 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

10 <6 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training , monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

5 -3 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who will furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should inclu~e. but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 
comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

5 r
'> 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 

-
100 ob 

Signature.___________________ . ~ 7..._ ZDate._S-'-1-/ ........ ~+.-.,___ 
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Evaluation Committee Member: 
Company being evaluated: 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria . 

Evaluation Criteria 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$ 1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 
technologies your organization p!ans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 

benefit the operations. ~ ~~~- Q '• C~ .... 
Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training , monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
discipl inary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 
management pro9~dures planned to ensure integrity of the safe! w.o ram;,_/ 

Ke."1 ~ ~r..l-tvi - h> A f/, e1 
Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who will furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 
comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project ( 
specific, detailed org~mizational chart identifying key personnel and job 1 

descriptions. .... ~~v , _ \'VI. _)' _,,, 
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80 

10 

5 

5 

EC Member 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 q4
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Evaluation Committee Member: Mitch Cohen 
Company being evaluated: Advantage Opco, LLC d/b/a Advantage and EZ Rent A 

Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will eva luate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria . 

EC Member 
Evaluat ion Criteria 

Maximum 
Number of Point Tally 

Points 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
-annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction : The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid wi ll be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 80 ~opoints to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1 ,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 

10
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 8 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 5 'f 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who wil l furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service .{
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 5 
comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS q7100 

Signature:___________________ Date:_S":/_1 / 1_.._7___ t$#-t1. _,_ _,__
J ) 



Evaluation Committee Member: Tony Gordo 
Company being evaluated: Advantage Opco, LLC d/b/a Advantage and EZ Rent A 

Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

EC Member 
Evaluation Criteria 

Maximum 
Point Tally 

Points 
Number of 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 

annually to the County from Concessionaire. 


Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the fu ll 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid . Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 80 8b 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1 ,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 =72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 10 1technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies wi ll be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 5 ~ 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who wil l furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 5 t 
comparably complex faci lities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 CJ-5 

Signature: #:-~ ,i 



Evaluation Committee Member: Yasmi Govin 
Company being evaluated: Advantage Opco, LLC d/b/a Advantage and EZ Rent A 

Car 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria . 

Maximum EC Member 
Evaluation Criteria Point Tally 

Points 
Number of 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid wi ll be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 80 2s0points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1 ,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach : a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 

10 \()technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies wi ll be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training, monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
disciplinary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 5 ) 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who will furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the following: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experience in the maintenance of 5 ~ comparably complex facilities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 °l 1 

Signature:_____;=~""""'--~"---------(jsn0;_,U




Evaluation Committee Member: Mike Nonnemacher 
Company being evaluated: Advantage Opco, LLC d/b/a Advantage and EZ Rent A 

Car !) 

Evaluation and Selection Criteria 
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The County will evaluate and rank those entities otherwise deemed Responsive and 
Responsible based upon the following criteria. 

Evaluation Criteria 
Maximum 
Number of 

Points 

EC Member 
Point Tally 

Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG): The minimum amount of money due 
annually to the County from Concessionaire. 

Instruction: The proposal with the highest MAG bid will be awarded the full 
80 points. In the event of a tie for the highest MAG bid, both companies 
shall be awarded 80 points. All remaining proposals shall be scored on a 
basis relative to the proposal with the highest MAG bid. Each proposer's 
MAG bid will be divided by the highest MAG bid and then multiplied by 80 
points to calculate the score. For example, two proposals are received and 

80 io 
the following MAG bids are proposed: $1 ,000,000 and $900,000. The 
highest MAG bid ($1,000,000) would be awarded 80 points. The number of 
points awarded to the second proposal would be determined as follows: 
($900,000/$1,000,000) x 80 = 72 points. Any calculated score with a 
fractional result will be rounded to the nearest whole point. 

Operational Approach: a) Describe your organization's office and 
corporate customer service program in processing passenger questions, 
complaints, and other input. b) Describe your organization's approach to 
maximizing operational and budgetary efficiency. c) Describe what 
technologies your organization plans to employ in the operation of this 
contract. Specify how such technologies will be utilized and how they will 
benefit the operations. 

10 

Safety Program: a) Describe your organization's program for safety 
training , monitoring performance, and employee follow-up (recognition or 
discipl inary action) b) Describe the key program reports and other 
management procedures planned to ensure integrity of the safety program. 

5 

Experience of Key Personnel: a) Provide a brief resume of support 
employees who will furnish professional and or technical support services 
on this contract. This should include, but not be limited to, the fol lowing: (i) 
their functions in the company; (ii) their title and number of years of service 
with the company; and (iii) their years of experi ence in the maintenance of 
comparably complex faci lities and systems. b) Provide a FLL project 
specific, detailed organizational chart identifying key personnel and job 
descriptions. 

5 

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 100 

Signature: :::::::.._----- Date:_~-=-+1/1""'-__c.~_-:::::::::::::...::::::==:::::--"'=;(_~ -+A__._ J _ 




